Privacy statement BedBadBeuningen

BedBadBeuningen, located in Dwars Hommelstraat 15b, 6641 KX Beuningen, is responsible for the
processing of personal data as described in this privacy statement.

Contactgegevens:
https://www.bedbadbeuningen.nl
Dwars Hommelstraat 15b
6641 KX Beuningen
Paul ten Haaf is the data protection officer of BedBadBeuningen. He can be reached at
info@bedbadbeuningen.nl.

Personal data processed by BedBadBeuningen
BedBadBeuningen processed personal data because you have used our services and/or because you
have supplied the data personally.

The following data is processed:
➢
➢
➢
➢

First and last name, date of birth;
E-mailadress;
Other personal data actively supplied correspondence;
Bank account;

Bijzondere en/of gevoelige persoonsgegevens die wij verwerken
Our website and service does not have the intention to collect any data of visitors below the age of
16, unless they have the permission of a parent or guardian. We cannot verify whether our visitors
are below the age of 16. We advise any parents to be involved in the online activity of their children,
to prevent the collection of any data without parental permission. If you are convinced that we
collected personal data of a minor, please contact us via info@bedbadbeuningen.nl, so that we can
delete this information.
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Purpose and goals of processed data
BedBadBeuningen processes the data for the following purposes:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Handling your payment;
For contacting you in case this is required to be able to perform our services;
To deliver goods and services to you;
BedBadBeuningen also processes your personal data when there is a legal obligation for us
to do so, for example in submitting our (tourist) tax return.

Automated decisions
BedBadBeuningen does not take decisions based on automated processes, about any cases that may
substantially influence a person. This regards decisions made by computer programs or systems,
without any human interference. BedBadBeuningen uses the following systems:
-

Excel for the purpose of registering the names of guests and the number of nights stayed.

Duration of storing personal data
BedBadBeuningen does not store any data longer than strictly necessary. We maintain the following
retention periods:
Personalia:

7 years as required for tax purposes

Emailadress:

7 years as required for tax purposes

Sharing of personal data with third parties
BedBadBeuningen only shares with third parties in case this is strictly necessary for the execution of
our agreement with you, or to fulfil legal obligations.

Cookies, of similar technologies, that we employ
BedBadBeuningen does not use cookies or similar technologies

Viewin, editing or deleting personal data
You have the right to observe, correct or delete all personal data stored by us. Furthermore you
have the right to withdraw any permissions extended to us with regards to your data. You also have
the right of objecting to the processing of your data and the right to data portability. This means you
can file a request with us to transfer the data that we own of you to another organisation.
The request for the aforementioned actions can be send to info@bedbadbeuningen.nl.
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In order for use to be sure that you are the person filing the request, we ask you to send a copy of
your ID with the request. You can cover the photo, MRZ, document number and citizens number.
This in order to protect your privacy. We will respond as soon as possible, within four weeks, to your
request.
BedBadBeuningen would like you to know any complaints about our handling of your data can be
filed with the national regulator, de Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens. They can be reached via:
https://autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/nl/contact-met-de-autoriteit-persoonsgegevens/tip-ons.
How we protect the data
BedBadBeuningen takes the protections of your data very seriously and has taken measures to
prevent abuse, loss, unauthorized access, unauthorized disclosure and unwanted editing of your
data. If you have the sense that your data is not properly protected, please contact us via
info@bedbadbeuningen.nl
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